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The present review concerns the recent advances in DNA Directed Immobilization (DDI) based 

glycocluster array. The impact of glycan immobilization on subsequent interactions with protein are 

discussed and the consequent pros and cons of DDI-based glycocluster array are reviewed. Finally, 

application in the discovery of anti-pathogen molecules is illustrated by screening for galactose or 

fucose glycoclusters targeting two Pseudomonas aeruginosa virulence factors (PA-IL and PA-IIL). 

Highlights 

►We review advances in DNA Directed Immobilization based glycocluster array. ►Glycocluster 

array is a tool for anti-pathogen molecule discovery. ►Immobilization chemistry influences 

glycan/protein interactions in arrays. ►The dissociation constant (Kd) and IC50 of glycoclusters 

targeting Pseudomonas aeruginosa virulence factors are determined with picomoles of molecules. 
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Introduction 

Glycoarrays, also known as glycan arrays or carbohydrate microarrays, emerged between the late 

1990s and early 2000s [1-5]. The success of the Consortium for Functional Glycomics (CFG) 

microarray has demonstrated the power of this tool for basic research in glycobiology. Omics glycan 

arrays are aimed at determining the specificity of carbohydrate/protein interactions and as such 

need to have as many different structures as possible.  

Glycan arrays are also powerful tools for therapeutic application to screen carbohydrate-derived 

drugs. In this case, microarrays should provide both qualitative and quantitative information using 

only minute amounts of material. However, quantitative information can be made more reliable if 

the surface densities of biologically active probes, mass transport and non-specific adsorption are 

well controlled. 

The present review focuses on DNA-Directed Immobilization (DDI) based glycocluster microarrays 

and their applications for drug discovery, particularly glycoclusters targeting Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa (PA) virulence factors and more specifically the two soluble lectins Lec A (PA-IL) and Lec B 

(PA-IIL). Here, glycoclusters are defined as multivalent molecules bearing 2 to 10 carbohydrate 

residues (generally monosaccharides). While monovalent interactions between monosaccharides and 

lectins are generally weak, glycoclusters exploit the so-called ‘glycoside cluster effect’ to gain several 

orders of magnitude in affinity [6]. For a review of multivalent glycoconjugates as anti-pathogenic 

agents, see  Bernadi et al. [7*]. 

The first section of the present paper is devoted to the influence of carbohydrate immobilization on 

lectin/carbohydrate interactions. The second section concerns the design of DDI-based glycocluster 

microarrays and their implementation as a tool to gain quantitative information. Section three 

concerns the synthesis of glycoclusters and their screening for PA virulence factors. The final section 

deals with the future development and application of DDI glycocluster arrays. 

 

Carbohydrate immobilization and their interactions with proteins 

We have elected not to discuss the different chemistries by which carbohydrates are immobilized, 

but focus our discussion on how the interactions between immobilized carbohydrates and proteins 

can be affected by surface chemistry considerations. These issues probably make simple comparison 

between different array formats difficult [8*]. Similarly, intra-slide comparisons can also be affected 

by surface chemistry, which can bias results. 

The first obvious parameter is steric hindrance. Steric hindrance of immobilized molecules can 

emerge from the vicinity of the surface and/or from the vicinity of neighboring immobilized 

molecules. Although common sense would suggest using long spacer to extend the molecules away 

from the surface, several publications have demonstrated that such spacers can also lead to closer 

packing of surface molecules resulting in steric hindrance [9,10]. 

Carbohydrate/lectin interactions can also be affected by molecular orientation, degree of freedom 

and other interface phenomena such as surface solvation. It is quite well documented that the water 

solvation layer plays a key role in biomolecule/biomolecule interactions [11] as well as at the 
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solid/liquid interfaces, for example on protein adsorption [12]. Leung et al., using Sum Frequency 

Generation, demonstrated that water forms an ordered network extending from the bulk of a 

polyethylene oxide (PEO)-modified surface into the bulk of the solution (1nm) and that this network 

is responsible for PEO antifouling properties [13]. It can therefore be imagined that inter-

biomolecular interactions which are affected by water solvation can also be affected by different 

water solvations at solid/liquid interfaces for different microarray formats. Concerning the 

orientation of immobilized molecules, Popplewell et al. demonstrated a difference in orientation 

between immobilized keratan sulfate and chondroitin sulfate oligosaccharides on hydrazine-modified 

surfaces, despite the use of the same chemistry [14]. More recently, Padler-Karavani et al. cross-

compared interaction profiles for two different sialoglycan arrays with various sialic acid-recognizing 

proteins, and found different results for different arrays [8*]. They suggested that different array 

formats lead to different presentations of the sialoglycan. 

 

In monovalent interactions, carbohydrate binding proteins (lectins) exhibit high dissociation 

constants. However, lectins are multimers, bearing several carbohydrate recognition domains (CRDs). 

Hence, multiple contacts between a lectin and carbohydrates can lead to a very large increase in 

measured avidity, providing that the topology of the carbohydrate residues fits the topology of the 

lectin CRDs. This is the so-called ‘glycoside cluster effect’. This enhancement is observed with 

multivalent ligands including glycoclusters, glycodendrimers and glycopolymers, but can also be 

observed on surfaces, typically cell surfaces, liposomes, nanoparticles [15] and glycan arrays [16,17]. 

Hereafter, this phenomenon will be called the ‘surface glycoside cluster effect’. The extent of the 

surface glycoside cluster effect is a function of the distance between single carbohydrate residues on 

the surface. It can be correlated to the surface density of immobilized molecules if these are spread 

homogeneously over the surface. Using a mucin mimic array, Godula et al. [18*] demonstrated that 

glycan valency and organization were critical parameters affecting interaction in a panel of four 

lectins. Consequently, the relative surface density of each immobilized molecule should ideally be 

assessed. 

In the case of carbohydrate-derived drugs, the interaction between the drug and the therapeutic 

target will occur freely in a solution involving the interaction of one drug molecule with one target 

molecule. Similarly, for drug screening assays on microarrays, the interaction between the 

immobilized carbohydrate drug and the target should mimic the interaction in solution as closely as 

possible. Therefore, the target should interact with only one immobilized drug and avoid any surface 

glycoside cluster effect. 

 

DDI glycocluster array 

DDI uses a DNA microarray as immobilization matrix: DNA conjugates are immobilized by 

hybridization with their complementary sequence on the DNA array. Peptide Nucleic Acid (PNA) 

conjugates have also been used [19]. DDI has been used to immobilize proteins and aptamers. Since 

an excellent review of DDI is available [20], we here focus on DDI of glycoclusters and the 

experimental determination of their IC50s and dissociation constants (Kd) toward PA virulence 

factors. 
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Figure 1: Principle of the DDI glycoarray. Immobilization of the Cy3-DNA-glycocluster followed by 

incubation with Cy5-labeled lectin and binding to the glycocluster moiety. Cy3 and Cy5: cyanine 3 and 

cyanine 5, respectively; Lec A: PA-IL. 

In our system, the DNA immobilization matrix consists of a set of amino-linker (7-11 methylene) 

modified oligonucleotide sequences covalently immobilized by N-hydroxysuccinimide-ester 

chemistry [21]. The DNA-glycocluster conjugates are labeled with a cyanine-3 fluorescent tag (Cy3) 

for immobilization quality control: the fluorescent Cy3 signal is related to DDI glycocluster surface 

density (see Figure 1) [22]. The bacterial lectins are labeled with cyanine 5 (Cy5) or an equivalent 

fluorescent tag such as Alexa 647: the fluorescent signal corresponds to surface lectin interacting 

with the glycocluster head. 

The surface densities of hybridized 32P-labeled oligonucletotides were estimated to be in the 3 x 1011 

molecules/cm2 range [23]. A similar DDI glycocluster surface density is expected. In this case, the 

average distance between two glycoclusters is approximately 50-60 nm. PA lectin, LecA (PA-IL), is a 

tetrameric galactose-binding lectin with a 7.0 nm x 3.2 nm x 1.9 nm cobblestone shape [24]. Its size is 

at least 7-fold smaller than the average distance between two immobilized molecules, so that the 

lectin can interact with only one glycocluster at a time. In other words, the observed glycoside cluster 

effects are related only to the multivalency of the molecules (see below) and not to a surface 

glycoside cluster effect. The resulting double-stranded DNA leads to a rigid arm, allowing better 

presentation of the glycocluster to the media; hence sensitivity is better than with covalent 

immobilization. [25] 

Another advantage of DDI-based glycocluster arrays for drug discovery stems from the possibility of 

probing the lectin/glycocluster interactions in solution before addressing the whole 

lectin/glycocluster complex on the DNA microarray [22]. 

For multiplexed assays probing several lectin/glycocluster interactions in a single experiment, each 

glycocluster should carry a different oligonucleotide tag and each DNA tag should hybridize 

specifically with its complementary sequence in the DNA array. Additionally, the hybridization yield 

should be similar under similar experimental conditions to obtain similar surface densities. However, 

differences can be corrected taking into account the Cy3 signal from the hybridized glycocluster. 

Thus, one of the challenges with DDI is to design a set of DNA sequences allowing multiplexed assay. 

For this, a set of sequences known to have similar hybridization yields on DNA microarray was used. 

For each selected oligonucleotide, new sequences were generated by randomization of triplex 
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segment positions. Specificity and free hybridization enthalpy were evaluated in-silico using DINA-

melt server [26]. Following the in-silico screening, the remaining sequences were assessed 

experimentally [21]. Nevertheless, the design of larger sequence sets (above 50) is one of the main 

hurdles in DDI. 

To determine IC50 and Kd, biomolecular interactions need to be carried out under different 

experimental conditions. For IC50s, inhibition curves are obtained with increasing concentrations of a 

reference inhibitor; the IC50 value corresponds to the concentration displacing 50% of the lectin 

bound to the immobilized glycocluster [25,27]. For Kds, isotherms are obtained with increasing 

concentrations of lectins, followed by linear regression [28*]. Discrete data points are obtained using 

glass microscope slides bearing 40 etched microwells. The DNA immobilization matrix is printed at 

the bottom of each well and each well corresponds to a given concentration of inhibitor or lectin 

[28*]. 

 

Figure 2: Diagram of the DDI glycocluster array. The DNA immobilization matrix is printed at the 

bottom of each well. To determine IC50, glycoclusters and the targeted PA lectin at a given 

concentration are incubated with increasing concentrations of inhibitor. Each microwell corresponds 

to a given concentration of inhibitor. To determine Kd, glycoclusters are incubated with increasing 

concentrations of lectin. Each microwell corresponds to a given concentration of lectin. IC50: half 

maximal inhibitory concentration; Kd: dissociation constant. 

 

Screening glycoclusters targeting PA virulence factors 

PA is a Gram-negative opportunistic pathogen. It is one of the three most prevalent nosocomial 

bacterial pathogens (10-30% of nosocomial infections) and the major cause of morbidity and 

mortality in cystic fibrosis. The emergence of resistant strains and biofilm formation seems to give 

the bacterium a selective advantage over antibiotic therapy. A promising approach is to inhibit the 

virulence factors of PA, and particularly the adhesins and lectins involved in bacterial adhesion and 
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biofilm formation. Our work has so far focused on Lec A (PA-IL) and Lec B (PA-IIL), two tetrameric 

lectins targeting D-galactose and L-fucose residues, respectively. High-affinity ligands of these two 

lectins can be obtained, with multivalent ligands taking advantage of the glycoside cluster effect 

[15,29-34]. Overall avidity depends on the topology, linker arm and carbohydrate structure [35]. To 

our knowledge, there are as yet no means of predicting optimal structures. Here, glycoclusters were 

synthesized at a 10 nanomole scale and screened on DDI array. 

DNA glycoclusters are synthesized using a combination of automated DNA solid supported chemistry 

and copper catalyzed alkyne azide cycloaddition “click” chemistry [36-38]. To this end, building blocks 

are assembled in a "Lego" based approach leading to poly alkynes or poly azide scaffold with 

different topologies according nucleic acid chemistry on a DNA synthesizer. Then, azido or alkynyl 

modified glycosides are introduced by click chemistry. The resulting glycoclusters with a linear 

scaffold exhibit different linkers L3 between two phosphoramidate diesters linkages bearing the 

carbohydrate moiety. Carbohydrate-centered glycoclusyters were synthesized from different 

monohexoses (mannose, galactose or glucose) where each hydroxyl allows the introduction of the 

carbohydrate moiety through different linkers L2 (Figure 3). The linkers L1 and L2 can be modulated 

leading to an even greater diversity of topology. 

Furthermore, the physico-chemical properties of the molecules including hydrophilicity, lipophilicity, 

aromaticity and charge can be monitored using different linkers L1, L2 and L3. For example, amino 

groups can be introduced in the scaffold. At pH 7.2, these amines remain protonated introducing a 

positive charge in the molecule. Finally, the number of carbohydrate epitopes, can be varied by 

controlling the number of building blocks introduced in the scaffold. [27,34,39,40]. 

 

     

Figure 3: General structures of glycoclusters, based on a) H-phosphonate chemistry and b) 

phosphoramidite chemistry. L: linker. 
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Figure 4: Overview of the different fucose clusters. Reprinted with permission from [41]. Copyright 

2012, American Chemical Society. Man: mannose; Gal: galactose; Glc: glucose. 
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In a recent report, the binding of 16 different fucosylated clusters targeting PA-IIL was evaluated. The 

impact of number of fucose residues (1 to 8), topology (linear, antenna or crown), linker arm length 

(13 to 21 atoms) and position of the triazole ring from the anomeric carbon were evaluated (Figure 

4). Topology was varied using various hexose-centered (glucose, mannose, and galactose, Figure 4 

F8-F11 F13-F16), dimethylcyclohexane (DMCH, linear topology, Figure 4 F3-F7) or bis-pentaerythrityl 

scaffolds (antenna topology, Figure 4 F1). The various hexose cores allowed the spatial orientation to 

be probed. Direct fluorescent read-out and on-chip IC50 assay suggested that PA-IL bound 

preferentially to linear antennae or mannose-centered scaffolds. Binding also increased with 

increasing linker arm length and increasing number of fucose residues, but no chelate effects were 

observed [41]. 

 

 

Figure 5: General structure of tetrameric galactose clusters.  

In a multiplexed system made possible by using different DNA tags linked to each glycocluster, 

Goudot et al., using a DDI glycocluster array, measured the IC50s and Kds of PA-IL toward 6 tetrameric 

galactoclusters bearing one or three positive or negative charges or else neutral toward PA-IL (Figure 
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5) [28*]. The direct fluorescent read-out, IC50 and Kd experiments demonstrated that, for a given 

family, positively-charged scaffolds enhanced PA-IL binding while negatively-charged scaffolds 

hindered it. These attractive or repulsive electrostatic interactions between lectin and galactocluster 

moieties probably originated from the negative charge of PA-IL at pH 7.4. The best affinity was 

observed for the neutral galactocluster built on a DMCH scaffold. Direct fluorescent scanning, IC50 

and Kd provided almost identical affinity distributions. It is noteworthy that only 40 picomoles of 

each DNA-glycocluster were needed for these measurements. 

In order to target both PA-IL and PA-IIL, a heteroglycocluster exhibiting two mannose-centered cores, 

carrying respectively four galactose and four fucose residues on the same structure, was synthesized. 

Their IC50s for PA-IL and for PA-IIL were compared to the corresponding homoclusters (i.e., mannose-

centered tetragalactose or tetrafucose). Although binding was slightly decreased, dual binding to 

both lectins was shown to be achievable [42*]. 

Conclusions and perspectives 

In summary, DDI glycocluster arrays allow measurement of the Kd and IC50 values of multivalent 

molecules driven drug targeting bacterial lectin. These experimental measurements were not 

performed on a real-time basis (fluorescence was measured after the final washing step). An 

improvement would be to combine a microfluid system with real-time detection such as Quartz 

Crystal Microbalance or Surface Plasmon imaging. Thus, deeper thermodynamic (enthalpy and 

entropy) and kinetic insight could be gained, measuring the equilibrium constant at different 

temperatures [43]. Furthermore, such a microsystem combining DDI and Van’t Hoff-based assay 

would allow the entropic cost of heterogeneous-phase biomolecular interaction to be compared to 

homogeneous-phase interaction. Finally, it is predicted that integration into microfluid systems 

should increase screening pace while decreasing material consumption. 

 

Using DDI-based glycocluster arrays, we were able to identify high-affinity ligands targeting PA-IL and 

PA-IIL involved in PA virulence factors. Synthesis has been scaled up and their anti-pathogen activity 

is currently being investigated in cell culture. Lectin PA-IL/glycocluster complexes have also been 

investigated by Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) at a nanometric scale and showed nanostructural 

arrangements in filaments [24]. 

In future, AFM will be used in its spectroscopic mode to measure the interaction force between lectin 

and several glycoclusters and also between bacterium and cell. Theses local measurements will be 

compared to Kd values. 

Another interesting future development in the field of glycoclusters concerns the use of 

nanoparticles functionalized with glycoclusters or carbohydrates (also called ‘glyconanoparticles’ 

[44]). They comprise an inorganic core exhibiting one or several physical properties (such as 

fluorescent [45], plasmonic [46] and magnetic properties [47]). For example, glyconanoparticles 

combining fluorescent and magnetic properties have been reported for in-vivo imaging of B 

lymphocytes: their fluorescent properties enabled fluorescent microscopy while their magnetic 

properties made them good a T2 contrast agent for MRI [47]. Tong et al. reported the development 

of a glyconanoparticle microarray, in which carbohydrate-modified silica nanoparticles are printed 
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and immobilized on a polymeric matrix by photochemistry; the fluorescent signal was enhanced 

compared to conventional microarray. [48]. Glyconanoparticles can also be used in biomedical 

applications, as reported by Reynolds et al.: they showed enhanced binding toward lectins thanks to 

the surface cluster effect and could be exploited as anti-pathogens [15]. For example, magnetic 

glycocluster nanoparticles could also be used to catch and isolate thanks to the magnetic properties 

and to identify new lectins from complex media. 
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Figure Captions 
 
Figure 1: Principle of the DDI glycoarray. Immobilization of the Cy3-DNA-glycocluster followed by 

incubation with Cy5-labeled lectin and binding to the glycocluster moiety. Cy3 and Cy5: cyanine 3 and 

cyanine 5, respectively; Lec A: PA-IL. 

Figure 2: Diagram of the DDI glycocluster array. The DNA immobilization matrix is printed at the 

bottom of each well. To determine IC50, glycoclusters and the targeted PA lectin at a given 

concentration are incubated with increasing concentrations of inhibitor. Each microwell corresponds 

to a given concentration of inhibitor. To determine Kd, glycoclusters are incubated with increasing 

concentrations of lectin. Each microwell corresponds to a given concentration of lectin. IC50: half 

maximal inhibitory concentration; Kd: dissociation constant. 

Figure 3: General structures of glycoclusters, based on a) H-phosphonate chemistry and b) 

phosphoramidite chemistry. L: linker. 

Figure 4: Overview of the different fucose clusters. Reprinted with permission from [41]. Copyright 

2012, American Chemical Society. Man: mannose; Gal: galactose; Glc: glucose.. 

Figure 5: General structure of tetrameric galactose clusters.  

 


